
The golden days around the summer solstice have been beautiful here in 
Southern Alberta.  The daytime highs have not been too high, and the 
evenings are warm and inviting.  Such evenings are gifts – I just can’t waste 
them indoors.   
 
Tonight I pedaled over to Henderson Lake Park and rode once around the 
lake.  The fabulous rollerblade women were nowhere in sight.  Ah well, 
there’s plenty of summer to come.   
 
I headed for home but wasn’t ready to call in a night.  I had at least an hour 
of good light left and I felt strong, so I pedaled over to the dog run on Scenic 
Drive.  We had days of rain earlier in June, and the coulees are still green 
and fresh.  The nice thing about the dog run is that it’s really just wild 
coulee.  It’s not a “Park” there are no non-native plants or grasses.  There are 
no groomed pathways (no pavement or red shale) just some old car trials and 
a network of naturally worn footpaths.   
 
These dirt trails are as close as I get to going “off -road” with the Rhoades 
Car.  Don’t try this without the “36” speed gearing, the dual brakes and the 
positive traction (“both-wheel-drive”).  To get to my favourite bench, I have 
to climb to the top of a modest ridge.  Neither the climb nor the terrain 
would challenge a mountain bike, but the trail is plenty steep when pedaling 
an 80-pound quad.  And the going is rough; even on the down-hills its 
necessary to stay hard on the brakes to avoid taking a pounding.  Suddenly 
the over-built frame of the RC starts to look pretty good…. 
 

 
The U. of L.’s University Hall nestles into the 
coulees. 

 
Glorious green!  Hot dry months ahead will 
turn the coulee grass the color of cut hay. 



These days I’m running Vee Rubber 168001 tires front and rear.  They’re 
distributed in Canada by Norco.   
 

  

 
They’re intended for use on power wheelchairs, but they work great on the 
Rhoades Car.  They’re 57 mm wide – loaded with natural rubber – and they 
have high sidewalls.  Perfect for soaking up bumps.  I call them “comfort 
tires”.  The cost of rolling along on four fat rubber dampers is weight – 1160 
grams per tire!  The high sidewalls also raise the RC’s center of gravity 
(slightly) and the overall gearing (just a little).  The Vee Rubber tires 
handled the dirt trials just fine, though with a bit less traction than the stock 
diamond-tread knobbies.   
 
As I parked the Rhoades Car for the night I remembered these words from 
Horace – sent to me by my poet friend, Ron Ingram: 
 

Happy the man …who can say,  
“Tomorrow, do thy worst, 
For I have lived today.” 
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